Grade 10 Biblical Studies

Mr Lazaruk, SCA Youville Campus

Name: __________________________________

Date Handed In: ____________________

Grade 10 Scripture Project
Focus: Ethics & Our World View
This project, along with your 10 hours of volunteer time for semester 1, term 1
is due Thursday October 21st, 2021.

The Grade 10 Scripture Project is broken down into three parts:
• Part 1: Memorize the Word — Set a goal for the number of verses that you will
memorize, then seek teacher approval. Choose either 5, 10, 15 or 20 verses.

• Part 2: Reflect on the Word — You need to reflect on all verses in this project,
regardless of how many you choose to memorize. There are more detailed
instructions on page three. While you must reflect on all verses, you must
directly quote at least 10 of the verses in your reflection.

• Part 3: Interact with the Word — The number of additional “mini-projects” you
complete is dependant on how many verses you memorize. Your work must
be based on the verses provided in this project.

Project Parts

Total Marks Possible
Completed by Teacher

Feedback
# of prompts: ___________

1. Memorize The Word

5 verses

10 verses

15 verses

20 verses

Teacher: ____________

Recited to: ______________________
(print name)

Verified by: _____________________
(signature)

2. Reflect on the Word

3. Interact with the Word

Final Evaluation
Volunteer Hours

Not required due to the COVID-19 pandemic
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The Verses for the Grade 10 Scripture Project - NIV
1 Peter 3:8-21 (14 verses)
8 Finally, all of you, be like-minded, be sympathetic, love one another, be compassionate and humble.
9 Do

not repay evil with evil or insult with insult. On the contrary, repay evil with blessing, because
to this you were called so that you may inherit a blessing.
10 For

whoever would love life and see good days must keep their tongue from evil and their lips
from deceitful speech.11 They must turn from evil and do good; they must seek peace and pursue
it.12 For the eyes of the Lord are on the righteous and his ears are attentive to their prayer, but the face
of the Lord is against those who do evil.
13 Who

is going to harm you if you are eager to do good? 14 But even if you should suffer for what is
right, you are blessed. “Do not fear their threats; do not be frightened.”
15 But

in your hearts revere Christ as Lord. Always be prepared to give an answer to everyone who
asks you to give the reason for the hope that you have. But do this with gentleness and respect,
16 keeping

a clear conscience, so that those who speak maliciously against your good behaviour in
Christ may be ashamed of their slander.
17 For

it is better, if it is God’s will, to suffer for doing good than for doing evil.

18 For

Christ also suffered once for sins, the righteous for the unrighteous, to bring you to God. He
was put to death in the body but made alive in the Spirit.
19 After

being made alive, he went and made proclamation to the imprisoned spirits— 20 to those who
were disobedient long ago when God waited patiently in the days of Noah while the ark was being
built. In it only a few people, eight in all, were saved through water,
21 and

this water symbolizes baptism that now saves you also—not the removal of dirt from the body
but the pledge of a clear conscience toward God.
Philippians 1:6-11 (6 verses)
6 being confident of this, that he who began a good work in you will carry it on to completion until
the day of Christ Jesus.
7 It

is right for me to feel this way about all of you, since I have you in my heart and, whether I am in
chains or defending and confirming the gospel, all of you share in God’s grace with me.
8 God

can testify how I long for all of you with the affection of Christ Jesus.

9 And

this is my prayer: that your love may abound more and more in knowledge and depth of
insight, 10 so that you may be able to discern what is best and may be pure and blameless for the day
of Christ, 11 filled with the fruit of righteousness that comes through Jesus Christ—to the glory and
praise of God.
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Submission and Marking Guidelines

- The written components of your Scripture project must be typed.
- Please submit both a hard copy and a digital copy of your Scripture project.
- For the digital submission, please upload your project to Google Classroom using
Google Docs. Please ensure your submission is uploaded as ONE GOOGLE DOC.

- Please also ensure your digital copy is organized and easy to follow.
Part 1: Memorize the Word

- For Part 1, you can choose either 5, 10, 15 or 20 verses to memorize (see page 2 for

the verses). You must obtain teacher approval for the number of verses you want to
memorize.

- You must record the number of prompts that you were given while reciting your
verses. Try your best to keep prompts at a minimum! Be fair with your prompts.

- Verses must be recited in one sitting. If you begin reciting your verses AND you need
an unreasonable number of prompts, stop and try again on another day.

Part 2: Reflect on the Word

- For Part 2, you must reflect on all verses given on page 2.
- Please note that while you do not need to specifically refer to every verse, you must
directly quote at least 10 of the verses provided. It’s your choice as to how and
where you reference these verses in your Part 2 reflection.

- Your reflection must be at least 1 page in length, appropriately spaced (1-point

spacing) and typed on a word processor. Please use size 12 Times New Romans font.

- To help guide your writing, respond to each of the bullet points below in your
reflection. You should separate your reflection into two parts, with each part
focussing on a different bullet point from the list below.
What is your interpretation of the verses? What is God teaching us?
Give specific, personal examples as to how these verses apply to your life.
What can we learn? How can you apply these verses to your life?
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Part 3: Interact with the Word

- For Part 3, you will choose how many additional “mini-projects” you complete based on
the number of verses you’ve memorized:

5 verses —> 4 “Interact with the Word” assignments

10 verses —> 3 “Interact with the Word” assignments
15 verses —> 2 “Interact with the Word” assignments
20 verses —> 1 “Interact with the Word” assignment

- Each project has specific requirements that must be met. Read the requirements
carefully.

- All work must reference the verses on page 2.
- Please be clear and specific with the “mini-projects” that you are completing. See
the options below:

Part 3 “Interact with the Word” Mini-Assignments
1.

Write a “mini” research essay about the Biblical context of one of the verses.
Please clearly identify which verse you’ve selected. In your mini-essay, you should
comment on the following: who wrote the verse? when was it written? to whom was
it directed? why is this verse still important today? Please ensure your essay is
formatted appropriately with paragraphs.

• Minimum requirements: 1 page, appropriately spaced and formatted, size 12
font

2. Create new lyrics to an existing song or rap that highlight at least eight key
verses from this project. You should include both the old and new lyrics. In
addition to the lyrics, please write a mini-reflection on your new lyrics. Include the
verses you’ve referenced, the original song title and describe how your new lyrics
accurately highlight the verses you’ve selected.

• Minimum requirements: half a page for the reflection (plus the old & new song
lyrics), appropriately spaced, size 12 font
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3. Create an original piece of artwork based on the verses provided. In addition to
your art piece, please write a mini-reflection about how your artwork reflects and/
or relates to the Scripture verses provided.

• Minimum requirements: 1 page, appropriately spaced, size 12 font
4. Choose 10 key words from the Scriptures and research their Greek or Hebrew
derivative. As part of your written work, please include the original meaning of the
word and explain how your understanding of these passages is improved by knowing
the ancient derivative.

• Minimum requirements: 1 page, appropriately spaced, size 12 font
5. Write a devotional based on one or a few of the verses in the project. Your
devotional should be original (your own work - no copying) and include the following:
verse, personal commentary, and a prayer. Please be sure to include how this verse
or verses apply to our life. Please ensure your devotional is formatted with graphics
and topic/discussion titles. You may use Pastor Leon's Devoted devotional as a
guideline.

• Minimum requirements: 1 page, appropriately spaced and formatted, 12 font
6. Read the Message Version (MSG) for the verses in the project. Then write a
reflection and include the following: How are the translations the same? Different?
Give specific examples. Do you feel the Message version captures the essence of
these verses? Why or why not?

• Minimum requirements: 1 page, appropriately spaced, size 12 font
7. Choose a song whose theme is similar to that of the verses in the project.
Then write a reflection on how the themes are similar and include the song lyrics.
Please be specific in addressing how your selected song relates to the Scripture.
What made this song stand out for you? Please note that the song you select must
be searchable on a digital music streaming service or Youtube. Include the link for
the song in your work.

• Minimum requirements: 1 page, appropriately spaced, size 12 font
8. Identify another 10 Scripture verses that fit the theme of the verses in the
project. Write out each verse and it’s Biblical reference. Then reflect on how and
why you believe these new verses fit with the theme of the project’s verses.

• Minimum requirements: 3-4 sentences per verse (minimum 1 page overall),
appropriately spaced, size 12 font
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9. Create a media project with sound and images to bring the Scripture verses to
life! Please submit your media project electronically via Google Drive or USB. Please
ensure your project is formatted correctly and can be viewed on an Apple MacBook.
In addition to your media project, include a short written reflection on your media
choices (music, theme, style, images, etc) and explain why your media project
enhances the verses.

• Minimum requirements: half a page, appropriately spaced, size 12 font
10. Write a children’s story based on the theme of the verses in the project. As
part of your book, you must incorporate a minimum of three verses and have a
moral lesson based on this term’s topic. Your story/book must include coloured
pictures or graphics.

• Minimum requirements: 2 pages, appropriately spaced, colour graphics or
drawings, appropriate size font

11. If none of these project ideas are appealing, make a suggestion for an idea to
Mr. Lazaruk. Please note that Mr. Lazaruk needs to approve any ideas that are not
listed above.

• Minimum requirements: to be discussed
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